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You Need This
Looks like you've got your hands full again. Except you're running out of hands.

And because you have many facilities you could use a few more legs, too.

Let Harris' Intraplex STL PLUSTU give you a hand getting your new station up and

running quickly and profitably or upgrading your station to the best quality digital
on -air sound available today.

STL PLUSTM gives you bi-directional program audio transport over a T1 line, fiber or microwave link. So you can interconnect

your studios, offices and transmitter sites. And because it's is a digital system, you're delivering pure, crystal clear sound -
regardless of the distance. Even if you're surrounded by the highest mountains or tallest buildings.

Now for the PLUS in STL PLUSTM You can also transmit LAN/WAN data, telephone, intercom, and

remote control over the same digital line. All of which can rack up some pretty impressive cost
savings for your inter -facility communications.

Best of all, STL PLUSTM grows with you as no one else can. It has the industry's largest assortment

of plug-in modules. So you can design the perfect system for today and quickly, easily, and
affordably upgrade it for tomorrow.

So, contact your Harris representative about STL PLUSTM today. You'll be a leg up on the rest.

SE RVIC E

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSMISSION

www.broadcast.harris corn phone: 1.800.622.0022 /11TITIS
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Contents Online www.beradio.com

Currents Online
Digigram Establishes Latin American Subsidiary

Creation of a new subsidiary in Cuernavaca, Mexico allows Digigram
to continue serving this region and increase its customer service role.

Dielectric Introduces New Warranty
Orders for new products will carry a five-year warranty, and
complete systems will be covered by a 10 -year warranty.

Arbitron Releases Initial Round of PPM Ratings
The Portable People Meter reports higher average quarter-hour
audiences on a 24 -hour day.

StrainsAudio Works with Scott and Computer Concepts
AM and FM listener interactivity is possible for mobile phone users.

Sirius Inducted Into Hall of Fame
Space Foundation's Space Technology Hall of Fame honors Sinus.

SAS Sales Team Adds McConnell and Armstrong
Brian McConnell handles the western region, and Jim Armstrong takes on the
eastern region.

Engineer Relief Fund Gains New Contributor
The Ennes Trust and SBE have approved the fund to receive the proceeds
from the sale of a new book titled Covering Catastrophe.

RCS On Tour All Summer
The Selector XV Victory Tour 2002 provides an interactive forum for RCS
users and RCS program designers.

Site Features its
The NRSC AM IBOC Report

See what the NRSC reviewed and how it reached its decision
concerning AM IBOC and its daytime -only use.

Trends in Technology: STLs
See the complete listing of STL equipment manufacturers in the
Marketplace section online.

Reader Feedback
Readers share their thoughts on BE Radio's new look and
perceptual audio encoders, and provide answers to the equip-
ment in the Sign Off feature from April.

Engineer's Notebook
New information added: Descriptions and wiring diagrams for
the Western Electric 111C and 119C repeat coils.

Advertiser Links
Web links to the advertisers in the May issue.

View an
onlire

product
demo

whenever
you see

this logo.
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SAS64000 AUDIO ROUTING SYSTEM
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If the migration to digital is in you:

future, then this is the route to takelL.

Introducing the big performance analog router that also speaks

flueit digital. A true hybrid that allows you to scale the num-

ber of analog and digital ports as needed. And ever better. the

SeZ4000 Audio Ranting System creates a forward path to

AESJEBU digital aicio without creating analog obsolescence.

analog anc digital I/O

in lie same router fiane, Go direct analog to analog, or digital

to digital. Mix it up with automatic 24 -bit conversion analog to

digital and vice versa. Either way you choose, the urique archi-

analog and/or
digital input

J

tacture of the S AS64000

sports uninterruJlEd signal

rtegrity and non -blocking flex Jility.

And -he SAS640C0 is wondyfully simple to into -

g -ale, upgrate and put into seriice. Just plug in our new digital

part expander and that's it. Welcome to digital!-co-existing

flawlessly with analog-and ill within the same framework.

There's much more to tell. Call 818 840 6749:

o- e-mail us al sales@sasaudio.com:

o- you can og-on and check Alt our

website at sasaadio.com.
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Viewpoint

Sorry I missed you

ztil
The NAB convention has come and gone.

What was different about this year's show
was typified by how many people I did not
see. While I prepared for the convention,
calling the group of reporters to cover the
show I was surprised at how many people
said they would not be attending.This is the
largest broadcasting convention (and a
few non -broadcast -things convention), and
it has shown the smallest attendance fig-
ures in several years.

As it is, registered attendance at the Spring
extravaganza has been dropping, but this
year's figure-which was never announced

at the show-has been estimated at
95,000; a 16 percent drop from last
year's 113,000The NABcites the events
of Sept. I I as being the main reason for
the decline, and it was announced
that the organization anticipated a
reduced turnout. In the end, the NAB
has stated that it is pleased with the
figures. This is understandable. Why
would the NAB admit that the conven-
tion is showing signs of decay?

Imagine if your station lost 16 per-
cent of its listeners. Despite the econ-
omy or terrorist events, I think some
serious fact-finding would follow

In previous years, the registered conven-
tion attendance figures have been an-
nounced on Wednesday or Thursday dur-
ing the show.Not so this year.As it is,1 never
saw a formal announcement of the atten-
dance during the showWhen I asked about
attendance figures in the NAB pressroom,
I was told that the NAB had not finished
counting. I don't believe the number that is
being reported anyway.

I have never liked the NAB's counting
method of reporting registeredattendance.
Thisyear I held three badges-as an exhib-
itor, member of the press and a full confer-
ence registrant. I may have also had a
speaker registration for the session I mod-
erated ,but I never picked it up.I was counted
three times this year. In previous years I
have been counted as many as six times.

Once you take out the duplicate badges and exhibitor
badges, the actual number probably drops to 80,000.

In a down economybudgets are cut and expenses trimmed.
I hope that this was the case for the convention this year.The
events of Sept. 11 have contributed to this, but they are not
the sole cause. Stations that do not send key personnel to
conventions deprive themselves of a way to develop their
employees and deprive their employees of valuable oppor-
tunities to learn and interact with others.There is some play
time in the evening,but it's all business during the day.I don't
agree with everything the NAB does, but the experiences
provided by the NAB convention are valuable.

What was the overall feeling about the convention? The
general comment I heard from exhibitors is that there was
a quality and not quantity attendance.Those present were
not kicking tires; they were evaluating products and services
for purchase.

The sessions provided good and timely information and
covered a wide range of topics.The session I moderated,
called Why Buying Now Will Save You Later, touched on
issues of security and IBOC; two points indicative of what
is currently happening in our industry.

The hot topic on the show floor was IBOC. Ibiquity made
quite a splash with its announcements, coupled with the
NRSC's decision on AM IBOC.While some of the headlines
were misleading, stating that IBOC has been launched even
without a final say from the FCC, the conversations were
lively from supporters and opponents.

The AM IBOC demonstrations were less than stellar be-
cause they were showing a new installation with PAC
encoding instead of ACC, which is what we have all heard
so many times in the past.The new demos were not quite
ready , but the show went on. If a technology is being officially
launched, it should be complete, not half-baked.

Broadcast Electronics, Harris and Nautel showed IBOC
exciters; Continental showed a variation with a Digital Radio
Mondiale demo. In the end, IBOC was the star of the show

The complete BE Radio wrap-up of NAB2002 is being
assembled and will appear next month, including the results
of the Pick Hit awards. Until then, I'll be resting my feet, sore
from walking the show floor and resting my shoulders, sore
from carrying the reams of new product information.

SS
Chriss Scherer, editor
cschererorprimediabusiness.com

Send comments to: E-mail: beradio@primediabusiness.com
Fax:913-967-1905

8 May 2002 www.beradio.com



What do you get when you cross
a Matrix with a HotLine?

The BlueBox:

The audio quality
of the Matrix
at a fraction
of the price.
Now shipping -
order yours today!
15 kHz or a single POTS (Plain Old Telephone Service) line for $ 2 800
Want to save even more $$$? 3iy a HotLine for just $1935 while they last!

Comrex Corporation, 19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA

Tel: (978) 784-1776 Fax: (97'8) 784-1717 Email: info. comrex.com
Toll -free in North America: (800) 237-1776

MIK/11M EMI
Iiiftin116111LIFLP.

www. co mrex.com



MananinuTechnolow

Revenue from the Web
By Stephanie P. Snyder

Video P. U00

hile creating a station website is a simple
proposition, making a successful website,
one that extends the station's goals and
makes money, is a bit more challenging.
Before considering the revenue solution that
is right fora station, know the purpose of the
website. Keith Swartz, senior consultant with
Streaming Authority, warns,"if the goal is to
increase listenership,and availability of pro-
gramming and advertising, then [the Web]
might be one marketing avenue to
explore ... to make 'bunches of money'and

Storefront
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The website for KJR, Seattle offers online CD sales.

buy a pro sports team, this might not be the
easiest way to approach the goal" What
would financial success look like fora partic-
ular station's website? A starting goal could
be to create a self -funding website.

Developing a website that enhances the
station's over -the -air presence and makes
a small profit requires good planning, well -
considered design and compelling con-
tent. Is the website an extension of the
station's sales and marketing strategy, or is
it part of the programming side of the
business? Either strategy can be used suc-
cessfully to drive revenue, but without a
plan, the proposition will falter.
Website traffic is essential to generate

revenue. Listeners need to be visiting and

spending time on the site. It is not enough to simply throw
up a Web page with the station's logo. Research the online
market to deliver the content that the station's target
audience demands. A site that engages the listener and
keeps his attention can form a deep bond between the
listener and the station. This will help drive recurring
traffic, as the listeners will return on a regular basis.

Visit a website as if you knew nothing about the station or
the town. Is the site attractive, well -designed and easy to
navigate? Most users cite information and entertainment as
the reasons for visiting websites.For example,the user might
visit a radio Web page for weather, news,concert calendars
and events around town. Does the station's Web presence
deliver in these types of categories? Fresh and compelling
content is crucial.The music reviews posted six months ago
will get old and tired. Listeners will quickly abandon a
website if they feel the content is inaccurate or stale.

Sales and marketing revenue
Once a site has traffic, the most common wayto make money

on the Web is through online advertising.These are graphical
banners and click -through advertisements. Online ads can
be value -add positions to existing over -the -air advertisers, or
they can be sold to new advertisers that may have been
unreachable before. Internet ads are generally less expensive
than overthe-air spots, but a station can run more of them,
more often, as advertisers are not limited by 30 -second or 60 -

second time breaks.They can also be highly targeted.
Information gathering is a common way listeners use the

Internet,so another way to integrate the station's ovekhe-air
and online presence is to have a page on the website allowing
listeners to find out more about companies that sponsor
station programs. Sometimes a listener may hear an ad while
in the car and have no way to write down the telephone
number or address of the advertiser. Let the listener go to the
website to look up the information when it's convenient.
Some advertisers may offer a spec ial discount or coupon that
listeners can print out. For a small fee, this service can have
great value to existing station ad clients.

If offering a streaming version of the station's signal on the
Web, in -stream advertising can double the amount of
airtime available for sale. Some streaming hardware and
service providers will allow users to lay special Internet -
only spots into a webcast. Imagine the potential for the sales
manager who can now sell each spot twice.

Less obvious ways to drive revenue are selling station
merchandise, such as hats and t -shirts, or sponsorship of
interactive features.

A further way to use a website to drive sales revenue is to
sell the station's database.The Web makes it possible to gather
huge amounts of demographic data about listeners.This can
be done by running online polls and questionnaires.Alter-

10 May 2002 www.beradio.com
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pact Digital Router
 Capable to sum al inputs to all outputs
 Able to distribute pne input to all outputs.
 Gain control for each individual VO Port
 Modular one rack unit 12x12 or 24x24 AES/EBU
 Expandable: adds more units and easily enhances routinc,
summing and disaioution capabilities.

Caddy AD DA Converter:
 A companion to the Impact digital router, it is also an ideal stand
alone AD DA Converter.

=

.maiiallei 11 -

The Impact aid Caddy we -e the
preferred equipment USEC in the
Audio Switct ing Contrcl Room

in Salt Lake City
0
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Dependable Modulation

Monitors for AM & FM

'RF Specialtiec Presents...

520 AM Mod -Monitor
 Built-in, tunable preselector for accurate

off -air measurements
 Easy -to -read, peak -hold modulation

display
 Alarm and RS -232 data outputs
 Companion active antenna option

$1750 MFR

530 FM Mod -Mon; for
 Off -air operation with 8 station presets
 High -resolution displays for deviation,

audio, pilot, RF signal and multipath
 Accurate and affordable

Download full spec sheets at www.inovon.com
Then call for the RF Specialtiec price!

EAST

$2500 MFR

O
I rt ovo n ics 1.

www rf spec . corn

"RF is GOOD for You!"
Pittsburgh 866-736-3736. Philadelphia 888-260-9298  WEST: California -North 888-737-7321, South 803-346-6434  NORTI-WEST: Seattle 800-735-7051

SOUTHWEST: Texas 800-537-1801. 888-839-7373 CENTRAL: Missouri 300-467-7373  SOUTH Florida 800-476-8943

www.beradio.com May 2002 11



Managing Technology

natively,by asking people to sign up for the
website and become free members, the site
can ask them a series of questions about
their home and spending habits. Corpora-
tions can spend millions of dollars gath-

The KDBN, Dallas, site offers station merchandise
from the Bone Gear T-shirt shop.

ering this type of information through
telephone and in -person surveys.For min-
imal cost, the station can gather and then
use or sell this demographic data for cli-
ents and advertisers. Consult legal coun-
sel to develop a privacy policy for the
listener database.

RADIO HARD DISK LIVE ON AIR

flimininimanommiimmOw
DL4-MAX

 DUAL STUDIO SYSTEMS - AIR & PRODUCTION

 LIVE, SATELLITE & AUTOMATION

 VOICE TRACKING, SEGUES, PHONERS & MORE

 TRIPLE PLAY & RECORD

The DL4 is ideal for a two studio radio
station with On Air & Production Studios. With
simultaneous triple play & record, the On Air Studio has dual
overlapping play while the production studio has both Play
& Record.

11111111

Programming -focused revenue
Adding to the content and value of the website while

driving revenue for the station creates a winning propo-
sition for everyone. Programming -based revenue models
can do both. Arbitron reports that 40 percent of Ameri-
cans have bought things online, and one in five people
make it a habit. A music station can partner with compa-
nies to provide online sales of CDs, cassettes or concert
tickets. News and talk stations regularly interview authors;
consider a partnership with a bookseller. In such a
partnership,the station does not actually sell the items,but
rather provides a storefront with links for users to click
through to buy from the partner company. In return, the
partner pays the station a small fee for every referral, or in
some cases every sale.

Another way to drive programming -based revenue is
subscription services. For a small monthly or annual fee,
there may be website extras such as members -only chat
rooms or access to special events. Consider having users
subscribe to listen to a collection of MP3 files or the
streaming radio signal. Nine million online radio listeners
would be willing to pay a fee for online music services,
according to Arbitron and Edison Media.

AWeb presence can be self-sustaining and profitable.Don't
be limited by only thinking of the website as a place to put print
ads for over -the -air advertisers; integrate existing station strat-
egies into the online plan. I

Snyder is an independent streaming media consultant based
in Australia.

Production & Automation- SYSTEM -am

The DL4 is a broadcast quality hard disk player and recorder. It
is not a PC computer with audio on it, but is a hard disk audio appliance
that is controlled by PC computers. If the PC fails the DL4 continues playing.
The DL4 even has a cart machine like front panel for manual control.

The Digilink Family of Hard Disk products is the #1 Satellite Automation system with 1000's
sold around the world.

.4m.

Arrakis Systems inc. Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com

12 May 2002 www.beradio.com



Introducing the WorldNet Milano
from Audio Processing Technology

Audio Processing 'technology lid Id 44 /8 9037 1110 Fax: +44 28 9037 11.17
Audio Processing 'technology Inc 'Id 1 323 463 2963 Fax: +1 323 463 8878
Audio Processing 'technology KK Tel +81 3 3520 1020 lax: +81 3 3520 1022

In the broadcast studio as much as on the running

track, there are t mes when delay just isn't an
option.

WorldNet Milano guarantees negligible coding

delay, resilience to multiple coding along with

increased dynamic -ange by offering 16, 20 and

24 -bit Enhanced apt-XTM.

It is a full duplex, multi -channel ISDN audio codec

with optional SMPTE timecode.

For inter -studio networking, temporary broadcasts

and STL applications with ISDN backup, WorldNet

Milano leaves the competition standing.

AUDIO PROCESSING
T E C H N 0 L 0G1

aptmarketing@aptx.com www.aptx.com



AM IBOC carried the most promise of
service improvement, but the initial studies
show that it may only be suitable for
daytime service.

y awaited the release
Systems Committee's

hopes that the report
ews about AM IBOC.

RF Engineering

Thoughts about IBOC
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

any el i;ineersanxic
of the National Rad
AM IBOC Report, 
would reveal good

The engineering World has been work-
ing on the development and evaluation of
IBOC transmission forsome timeThe NRSC
began evaluation proceedings of general
DAB systems in 1995.After the proponents
merged into one, Ibiquity was left in the
running for potential adoption. In the fall of
2001,the NRSC issued a report on Ibiquity's
FM IBOC. This comprehensive report, runs

62 pages of engineer-
ing material plus 13 ap-
pendices. All of which
coversthe features and
important areas of the
FM application of the
system with its blend -
to -analog from digital -
to -analog operation as
signal levels change.

The application of
FM IBOC has been
studied by the NRSC
and appears to be un-
derstood and accept-
ed by radio engineers.
AM IBOC has recently
been studied by an
NRSC working group
as a prelude to itsadop-
don for general broad-
cast use. Its was pre-
sented during the NAB
convention in April.

Now,afterthe presen-
tation of the AM IBOC
report, the FCC must

decide whether to propose a set of stan-
dards for the AM and FM IBOC services
based on these reports or to require more
testing.The NRSC report does not adopt the
system as a standard by the FCC; it presents
an overview of an investigation of both
systems.The decision to prescribe a set of
standards for IBOC must come from the
FCC. It is hoped that the FCC will not cause
IBOC to go the way of AM stereo.

Boom or bust?
IBOC could be a valuable addition to a broadcaster's armor,

or it might end up as merely another avenue of expense that
will have to be entered into without a waiting audience of
suitably equipped receivers.The situation is similar to that
faced by TV stations compelled to install expensive digital
equipment without a digitally -equipped receiving audi-
ence,which has not yet embraced d igitalTV with open arms.
On the other hand, if the NRSC report confirms what many
engineers are hopingand expecting, new transmitting broad-
cast facilities could produce additional quality air time for
AM and FM licensees to sell from the same site and revitalize
our familiar and somewhat overloaded radio bands.

The FM Report covers eight areas of vital performance
concern to the broadcaster and listener alike. If all of these
concerns can be met as successfully by AM IBOC, and the
receiver manufacturers rally to develop and produce the
necessary receiving equipment, I feel that we can anticipate
a brighter outlook for many AM stations.

The evaluated FM concerns were aud io qual ityservice area,
acquisition performance, durability, auxiliary data capacity
behavior as signal degrades,stereo separation and flexibility.

One of the features of the Ibiquity 1BOC system as tested
was noted as a seamless glide to FM from analog after
tuning in an IBOC signal. The delay is about 4.5 seconds.
This transmission delay may cause problems in off -air
monitoring, and this will have to be tackled by individual
stations as necessary. Stations are becoming accustomed
to a system delay from the use of codecs, DSP-based audio
processors and digital Sils.

The FM IBOC tests used a software radio whose perfor-
mance is presumably not the same as a commercial auto
radio receiver. For this reason, the NRSC tests did not com-
ment on the audio performance obtained in the tests on a
received signal that had blended to analog. It seems likely
that the AM IBOC tests might also have to use a software radio
unless some receiver manufacturer has developed a proto-
type auto receiver designed for AM IBOC.

The FM report paid strong attention to the use of SCAservices
on FM IBOC. About half of all the operatingFM stations employ
one or more SCAB for reading for the blind orsimilarservices.
In addition, RBDS and DARC systems use SCAB for data
transmission. Appendix J of the NRSC Report provided
detailed test results.

Regular broadcast station WPOC and experimental
WD2XAB were used for the SCA tests, and the NRSC high-
lighted something that has probably been known by users
of SCA receivers, but not previously been broadly discussed.
The laboratory tests showed that there are significant differ-
ences in the performance of various makes of SCA receivers.
These differences persisted despite the presence or absence
of IBOC signals.

14 May 2002 www.beradio.com
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"AutoPilot 2 has not missed a
beat -- which is critical for a h;gh
powered AM station. It's very
dependable".
Paul Reynolds, Chief Engineer

Cox Radio

"AutoPilot 2's open architecture
has really expanded our
monitoring capabilities. The
power of the scripting wizard
can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

Special Offer!!

Order now and receive
free ARC -16 5.4

firmware with your
purchase!

Firmware Features include:
 Adjustable Alarm Delays
 Adjustable Raise/Lower

Durations
 Autoload for PC Based

ARC -16 Configuration
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C HNOL

Tel: 800-255-8090
Web Site: www.burk.com

Email: sales@burk.com

World Class FM transmitters
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

In our "T" series, we combined the best of both worlds:
Stability and simplicity of grounded -grid PA design with
the high efficiency of a tetrode. The result is a state-of-
the-art FM transmitter line with world -class performance.

"T" Series with the grounded -grid tetrode. Available only
from Armstrong at 20, 25 and 30kW power levels.

A ARMSTRONG
. - TER CORPORATION

rota/ RF Systems Solutions
Marcellus, NY Tel 3 1 5-673-1 269 Fax 3 1 5-67 3-997 2
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In the field tests, similar results
were observed with and without
IBOC.Some receiverstook IBOC in
stride and performed normally,
while others completely failed.

Proper antenna orientation for
analog SCA signals must be prac-
ticed by SCA-receiver users to
obtain a good signal. This is to be
expected in view of the complex-
ity of SCA operation, which is de-
pendent on the operating charac-
teristics of the transmitter,adjacent
channel signals and field strength.

Even if an IBOC standard is adopted, it will be
some time before a significant receiver base exists.

AM IBOC
The NRSC report on AM IBOC

recommends to the FCC that AM
I BOC be approved for daytime
use.The daytime service is com-
parable to FM, but at night, due to
first- and second -adjacent chan-

nel interference problems, AM IBOC is not rec-
ommended.The proponent, lbiquity, does not
anticipate that sky -wave reception will be pos-
sible, and more AM IBOC tests will be needed to
determine if it will eventually be usable at night
as a local ground -wave service. In the 15kHz
bandwidth are three 5kHz subcaniers, which
are susceptible to first- and second -adjacent
channel interference.

AM IBOC relies on ground wave propagation
and works successfully to around the 2mV/m
contour. It has been successfully received with
field strengths as low as 0.6mV/m.

The daytime signal suffers from noise
problems, interference and
infringing AM signals. Stereo
AM IBOC degrades gently as
signal strength declines, from
good FM stereo to FM mono
and eventually to AM blend.

It appears that AM IBOC wil I
produce quality audio within
the 2mV/m contours in the
daytime, but it is not recom-
mended for night use. This
seems a dubious advantage
over regular AM broadcast
transmission. Many stations
suffer impaired night signals,
and much hope was placed
on the possibility of a super-
ior night signal. Manystations
will think twice aboutspend-
ing money to improve an
already good day signal with-
out improving the night sig-
nal. This AM IBOC report is

based on conversations prior to the report's
submission to the full committee and on infor-
mation from the final recommendation.Fend-
ing fu rther test data, we can only hope for better
news for improved night operation.

E-mail Battison at batcom@bright.net.

Model RFC -1/13 Remote Facilities Controller
it's the most affordable, fully -featured transmitter remote control system available. it's flexible. it's expandable. it has a
well -deserved reputation for being very reliable. and it's not difficult on the eyes. what other reasons do you need?

FEATURES
transmitter control from any telephone
8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by time and date

automatic adjustments based on telemetry

optional printer and modem adapters

programmable telemetry alarms

full -featured, affordable, reliable

integrated rack panel

41.110 Sine Sysiems. visit our web site for more information on our products
nashville, tennessee  615.228.3500 voice  615.227.2393 fax -on -demand  www.sinesystems.com
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Networks

Remote access: data cabling
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Application

Conummications

Power Limited

Fire Prole( the

Optical Fiber

NEC

Article.

nim)

,i( some interesting statistics based on
a research report issued by the Cahners In -
Stitt group.' 2001:

 More than half of the workforce in the U.S.
perfoi-ms their jobs remotely either occa-
sionally or on a full-time basis.

 By 2005, the number of remote workers
will increase to 60 percent.

-There are about 3 million remote offices
currently.That number is expected to grow
to 5 million by 2005.

 ISPs currently deliver services to more
than 21 million telecommuters. By 2005, 35
million remote workers will require Inter-
net access to connect with employers.

UL General
Rated Purpose

Voltage

1-itr

IUU

None

Riser

Providing technical support to remc
difficult than simply going down the hal,
a problem, sometimes requiring additior.
telephone and possibly visits to the locatic

Cabling options
In most cases, cabling a PC to a local LAN or i

network gateway will be done using standard
cabling. I have dealt with many of the electrica
mance issues related to Ethernet cabling in this c
however, like all things electronic, performance inc,
and new emerging technologies begin to appear, sc,
take a quick look at the current state of transport meth(

Fundamentally, there are three transmission mediut
that can be used for data transmission: electrical, optics

and air. Each of these
methods requires a spe-
cific component, which

Plenum

carries the signal from
NEC Type Temp' C NEC Ty( NI 1\ pc lend' point A to point B.

M & MI' 60 Mk &Nil% 60 (.MI' eS Electrical
CL' 75 r 1 .!1Z 75 125 An electrical connection

III 75 11'11: 75 1 12 "I
is the most familiar and

OI N None Nk None ( )I NI'
popular transmission

N1111, method. In the case of net-
: \ ,,,111 111,11I 110 4 1,44 4111,10 1111111104 1 01 lot ..11,1. .51.1,111,01.,,.. I I , 0,1, ,1,, I, 'I

N,,,, or, 1,41 Ihr
National I Iu. Irlu al (...11Kk INF( .1 Itlystertml tra(k411.irk of the National It..

Table 1. Typical ratings and designations for low voltage cabling. Data courtesy of Berk-Tek.

 U.S. businesses currently spend about
$160 billion on communications services,
which is expected to rise to nearly $260
billion by 2006.

While most of the aforementioned Inter-
net access is expected to continue through
the use of dial -in connections, the availabil-
ity of broadband high-speed services, such
as DSL and cable, is growing at a rapid rate
and currently serves about 20 percent of
the total Internet subscribers in the U.S.

Wiring these remote offices can be a
simple task using off -the -shelf products;
however, when a business permits work-
ers to perform duties at a remote location,
particularly their homes, it assumes a
certain level of liability for the physical
facility that houses the equipment, work-
ers and others using the equipment at the
remote location.

work cabling, we are usu-
ally referring to standard
unshielded twisted pair
(UTP) cable. Shielded

twisted pair (STP) cable is similar to UTP with the
exception that the conductors are also surrounded by
a braided shield. STP cable is used in areas where
external sources of interference, such as high RF or
electrical fields, might couple to the inner pairs and
degrade performance.

Current versions of the Ethernet protocol over UTP
supports data throughput of about 1Gb/s, and that is
expected to increase to 10Gb/s in the next two years.

Optical
In the context of data communications, optical transmis-

sion medium generally refers to fiber optic cabling, where
data is transmitted through thin strands of plastic or glass
fiber material called the core, which is surrounded by a
highly reflective material called the cladding. This assem-
bly is covered with a protective outer jacket. The signals
sent through fiber cabling originate from a laser light
source, which operates at a specific wavelength.

An interesting fact is that fiber optic cabling has been
around about twice as long as the standard UTP typically
associated with the interconnection of devices on a IAN.

18 May 2002
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Our studio tools give you the functionality you need for your facility.

ICM-16 - 16 Station Intercom
System
Each workstation has unique features.
Visit our web site for complete details.

PSC-II - Programmable
Schedule Controller
Intended for controlling up to two RS-
232/RS-422 serial devices; 16 - SPOT
relays; auxiliary serial ports and
relays all in a single rack space. The
PSC II controls functions by either
scheduled time and date, time and
day of week, serial port commands
and remote input contact closures.

SSM - Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent
monaural sources and generates alarms
indicating loss of carrier when white
noise and/or silence is detected.

CC -II Console Controller
The CC 11A provides a (Mackie) non -
broadcast mixer with three channels of
micogg4ione switdging. Additional features

include; monitor level control; monitor
muting warning light relay; remote control
of dgannel switches and status relays. Works

with most (M1) mixers and/or DAW's with
microphone charnel inserts.

1101111111111111ab
ICU In 11Il1

BROADCAST.tools
lanovonve Problem Solving Tools for Broadram

lime Sync II
The Time Sync II provides four separate

GPS time referenced outtuts. The first is
a SPOT relay which pulses once every 15

minutes. These times are programmed

for 13:00,28:00,43:00 and 5803 ant- each

how The second SPOT relay pulsesat the

"To? of the Hour" (00 00). The third
output is an open collector with a 100 ms

pulse every second while the forth output

is an 4800 -baud, RS -232 serial port
providing UTC time in OH: MM: SS
format. The final feature is the "SIG" led

and SPDT relay, furnished as fail-safe for

either loss of satellite or power and

1CM-16/Controller

1CM-16/Tool-Box 2

SSM

U

invalid time. The Time Sync 11 is supplied

in a small profile chassis, along with a
Garm in 12 - Channel GPS receiver with

embedded antenna.

ILA
1CM-16/DT-2

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!
web: www.broadcasttc corn  email: support@broadcasttools corn  p'
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Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

QEI

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

CIEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: qeisales@qei-broadcast.com

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (856) 629-1751

Emergency Service (856) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.qei-broadcast.com

Low Power Transmitters
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For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
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Networks

Air
Data transport through the air is possible

using one of the many RF wireless options
available for a variety of PC -to -LAN and
LAN -to -LAN interconnections. The adop-
tion of the 802.11x wireless Ethernet stan-
dard, along with the availability of spec-
trum specifically allocated for unlicensed
RF applications, has created one of the

81 eft Series
FM Transmitters

fastest growing segments of the PC LAN market.The price
point for consumer- and commercial -grade wireless
devices is dropping to a point near that of similar wired
equipment. Wireless LANs still lack the data throughput
capabilities of their wired counterpart, typically limited to
about 2Mb/s; however, emerging standards, improve-
ments in technology and the allocation of new spectrum
will ultimately make this the transport method of choice
for most LAN designs. At least one manufacturer produc-
es a line of point-to-point microwave radios that permits
Ethernet throughput in excess of 100Mb/s.

A relatively new technology that uses
high-powered, laser -based wireless radios
is beginning widespread acceptance.These
systems provide bandwidth nearly to that of
fiber optic cabling and are limited only by
the requirement that the radios have clear
line -of -sight to each other.

V asked how they
Gould be Improveat

e and we eotedi

We asked for your input and acted on
every suggestion you had. Some
were quite extensive and others
were very small, but great ideas.

We are focused on building equipment
that is designed to meet the demands
of our current and future customers.

Continental's 816R Series combines
superior design and quality with
exceptional workmanship to give

it an unmatched, field -proven record.
Now made even better than before!

ContinfAtaL elictwnici
`.7

INTEGRATED DEFENSE

800.733.5011 www.contelec.com

Some cable -rating issues
In the U.S., the current National Electric

Code (NEC) suggests that the installation of
any permanent cable within commercial
and residential buildings, including those
that carry low voltage, have markings indi-
cating the fire rating of the cable jacket.The
NEC provides guidance in the installation of
electrical systems based on its own testing,
and it is generally the reference used by
most electrical code officials.

There are various materials used in the
manufacture of metallic and fiber -based
cabling. In the case of a building fire, most
of those materials were capable of sup-
porting and carrying flames across several
rooms or,in many cases,vertically through
other floors.

The jackets of cables are manufactured
with different materials based on the type of
location (wall, inside conduit), orientation
of run (vertical or horizontal) and where it
will be installed. Table 1 describes some
typical ratings and designations for low -
voltage cabling.

Even flame-retardant cabling is capable of
supporting a flame under the right condi-
tions.To prevent those flames from moving
into other rooms or floors, it is important,
and required by code, to apply proper fire -
stopping materials to walls and floors that
have been penetrated by cables.

McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on com-
puter technology, is president of Applied Wire-
less Inc., New Market, MD.

All of the Networks articles have been ap-
proved by the SBE Certification Committee as
suitable study material that may assist your
preparation for the SBE Certified Broadcast
Networking Technologist exam. Contact the
SBE at (317) 846-9000 or go to www.sbe.org for
more information on SRF Certification
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FCC Update

EAS rules updated
By Harry Martin

he FCC has made several changes to its rules
governing the nation's Emergency Alert Sys-
tem (EAS). Broadcast stations and cable
systems are required to participate in EAS on

a national basis.They must install EAS equip-
ment that receives and transmits national
alerts, and they must broadcast national alerts

over theirstations.They must also participate
in tests of the EAS system. Stations and cable

systems have the option of participating in
EAS on a state or local basis, which involves
broadcasting state or local alerts.

The FCC made the following changes to
EAS at the request of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, the Na-
tional Weather Service and the Society of
Broadcast Engineers:

 New state and local event codes were
added to furtherspecify the nature of an alert.
These include child abduction emergency,
nuclear power plant warning, avalanche
warning, earthquake warning, fire warning,
hazardous materials warning, 911 telephone
outage and volcano warning codes.

 From now on, new codes will adhere to
a naming system in which the third letter of
the code is one of four lettersThis will allow
consumer electronic products to check
the third letter and generate a generic
message corresponding to the level of the
alert (i.e., warning, watch or emergency).

 New location codes have been added to
cover adjacent offshore areas. Location
codes specify the area of alert.

 EAS equipment manufacturers may now
include a feature allowing stations to pro-
gram their decoders to selectively display
and log only those state and local messages
that contain certain codes. This is more
consistent with the voluntary nature of state
and local EAS. All national EAS messages
must continue to be displayed and logged.

 Existing EAS equipment need not be
updated to receive and transmit new state
and local event and location codes, or
selectively display and log only certain state
and local codes. However, all equipment
manufactured after Aug. 1, 2003, must have
these capabilities. In addition, stations that
replace their EAS equipment after Feb.12004,

must install equipment with these capabilities.
 Stations will now have 60 minutes after receipt to

retransmit the required monthly test.
 In a national emergency, stations will be permitted to

broadcast the President's voice message using a higher
quality audio source than the EAS decoder audio. Stations
may not delay the broadcast to substitute alternative audio.

 Satellite and repeaterstations that rebroadcast 100 percent
of the programming of their lead station will no longer be
required to install EAS equipment. Lead stations are encour-
aged to monitor the EAS sources of their satellite stations
where these are different from their own EAS sources.

 Low -power FM stations, which are currently required to
install only a decoder, will be temporarily exempted from
installing EAS equipment until decoder -only units become
available for purchase.

EAS rule violations are a regular source of fines issued to
broadcasters. Failure to have the proper equipment or to
log required tests are the most common violations.

Enforcement actions
"Ifyou're easily ofknded,please turnoff yourradiolhis line

during a Chicago morning show did not stop the assessment
of a $21,000 fine against an FM broadcaster. Despite the
warning. the FCC found that extensive discussions of sexual
organs and activity merited fines. The station was fined for
three morning shows in which on -air personalities discussed
aphrodisiacs and graphically described sexual activities.

"We 're not home, leave a message."Broadcasting an answer-
ing machine message, without the prior consent of the
machine's owner, resulted in a $6,000 fine. The FCC's rules
prohibit the broadcast of telephone conversations without
the other party's prior consent. The FCC decided that the
station that broadcast the answering machine message should
have given the other party prior notice of intent to broadcast.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
=thhlaw.com.

Dateline:
No biennial ownership reports are due in 2002.

However, broadcasters who purchase a new station,
or obtain an initial construction permit or license for
a new facility, must still file a Form 323. These forms
now may be filed electronically.

Or. July 10 all commercial and noncommercial
stations must place in their public files their quarterly
issues/programs lists for the period April 1 - June 30.
Such lists must contain a brief narrative describing
the issues covered and the programs that provided
the coverage, with information concerning the time,
date, duration and title of each program.

22 May 2002 www.beradio.com



tuck With A Sound
You Can't Get Rid Of?

You NEED THE NEW APHEX 2020MKI I I AUDIO PROCESSOR

Maki! 2020 Audio Procssor Mk III

Settling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded. mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only comfort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIll

Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintain-
ing clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and for-
ward, and the highs are open and natural. The 2020MkIll is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only "broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.

With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature ....a sound that you'll never want to get rid of.

Call us today to audition the new 2020MkIll at your station.

APHEXSYSTEMS
Improving the way the world sounds'
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.4
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.co-n

Aphex is a registered trademark of Aphex Systems
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broadcast engineer working in radio in the 2P
century inevitably has a colleague that has been
affected by an engineering department consolidation,

has himself been affected by such or will be affected in
the future.While the prospect may seem disturbing
at first, it is important to consider the positive benefits
of such an occurrence. There are many. Some
benefit the company doing the consolidation (of
course) and some benefit individuals.

Personnel issues
One of the results of a station's consolidation is the

creation of redundancies within the staffs.The duplication in
positions will be evident from upper management, to sales manage-
ment, to programming management, engineering, traffic and even
the receptionist. My experience is that the engineering department
is never singled out. In fact,within the ever-changing technological
framework of broadcasting, it isn't too difficult to keep many of the
engineering staff positions by redefining responsibilities.

Start by determining each individual's strengths. In the old days,
(before consolidation) a typical station engineer performed many
duties. He maintained the transmitters and kept other parts of the
RF system working. Studios quite often needed many hours of
attention in keeping cart machines and reel machines operating
correctly, and in many cases there were remotes to do. By the time
paperwork is added in, the week is rounded out.

In the last ten years, cart machines and reel machines have, to a
large degree, faded from view. Transmitters have become more

reliable, and most importantly, computers have
filled radio stations.While paperwork,unfortunately,
never seems to go away, the focus of a typical
engineer has changed.

Usually an engineer has a primary strength-
something at which he excels.That person also has
a good secondary strength, followed by many tertia-
ry abilities.The engineer assigned the task of consol-
idating two or more engineering departmentsshould
considereach potential staff memberand determine
his strengths.lt's likely that at least one potential staff
member is sharp at transmission and knows the
transmitters inside and out. Another may have less
experience at transmission and a lot more interest
and ability when it comes to IT/IS. Another may have
a passion for studios and a great ability therein.The
key to handling personnel is to assign the staff
engineers to the duty at which they are best and like
the most.That is not to say that there won't be duties
that an engineer has to do that he isn't too fond of, but,
to keep everyone happy, spread these tasks among
the entire staff.
Whoever directs the department will have to

make use of the individual staff member's second-
ary and tertiary skills as well.While it is important to
let staff members excel at their specialties, it is unde-
sirable to pigeonhole them in one discipline. In the
ideal department, every member is as competent
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Sharing resources
as any other at anything. In reality, there
should be cross -training between staff mem-
bers so that each person is well-rounded.
This is better not only for the entire station,
but for each person as well. Each engineer
becomes more valuable as he picks up
additional skills.

One of the most obvious benefits to a staff
consolidation is that there can be bench
strength where there was possibly none
before. An engineer who rarely took time
off because he had no backup will prob-
ably enjoy a new level of freedom as a
byproduct of the consolidation. From the
standpoint of safety,with more individuals
available to work on problems across a
number of stations, there should no longer
be an instance where one person works
on transmitter problems.Not only is it safer,
but two heads are always better than one.

Sharing of systems
Whether the stations in the consolidated

group move in together or not, there are systems that
can be shared among the group.The advantages are
greater capability, flexibility and maybe some cost
savings.Those aspects will be important to the head
of the department.

When consolidating multiple radio stations, plan an adequately sized
engineering shop. In this facility, the chief engineer's office is next door.

One example is remote broadcasts. Invariably, one of the
stations will be better equipped than the others. One station may
have the best receive site at a mountaintop, with a full-time
backhaul to the studio.Perhaps there are multiple mountaintops,
and one can be eliminated , thus saving site rental. Perhaps with

7 r e -
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different sites, more of the stations can reach different areas, thus
giving the sales staff something (and somewhere) else to sell.
Typically, the number of hours an RPU system gets used is quite
small, and there is ample opportunity to share the resource among
the stations. Perhaps one station has a van outfitted as a remote
vehicle. Remove any station identifiers, and share the vehicle
between all the stations. Promotions personnel will balk at this until
they start working for multiple stations. Perhaps one of the stations
has a great mobile PA system with wireless mics and a high-power
sound system. Store it in an area that is accessible by all stations'
staffs, so that it can be used at each of the stations.

Establish communications links
between facilities.There are two stations
in San Francisco that are located on op-
posite sides of the financial district. Call
them station A and station B. Because of
the geography of San Francisco, neither
station can see its transmitter site from its
location. However, station B's transmitter
site can be seen from station A; and
likewise station As transmitter site can be
seen from station B.The introduction of a
duplex communications link, and the
appropriate equipment at both ends,
solved the problem and eliminated third -
party site rentals.The system was built to
allow backup Sits to be installed, as well
as other audio functions, including bi-
directional sharing of RPU, satellite and
remote ISDN codec audio, and even a
LAN extension. Station A and station B
were then also able to share a high-speed
Internet connection because it became
economically viable.

If there are remote sites on a mountain-
top, or other sites that are far from the
studio location, at least one of the stations
has a vehicle that can be used by the
engineering staff. It might be that one of
the long-suffering engineers who has
been ruining his vehicle by driving it up
a torturous mountain road can now ben-
efit by using a shared vehicle.

Being able to take advantage of the
economies of scale is one of the primary
henefits of station consolidation.

Sharing of
equipment and parts

One of the most interesting aspects of
station consolidation is learning how much
surplus equipment each station owns.

No doubt one of the consolidated sta-
tions has the appropriate type and amount
of test equipment, while at least one of the
others is short or has none at all. One of
the stations I work for had a spectrum
analyzer.Now all the stations have access
to it.There were two distortion analyzers,
which are now shared.There was a net-
work analyzer, which is now available to

tlIVINPMN

all. Not only do the stations share equipment, but
they also share the staff that knows how to use it.

Aftera consolidation of facilities, there will be spare
equipment. Whereas before, if a CD player or DAT
machine failed, there might be a big hole in the rack
until it got fixed, now another can probably be
dropped in; there is a ready spare. Among our
stations we havespare exciters,which are frequency-
agile, with the dip -switch settings for all five of our
FM frequencies posted inside. A radio STL failure in
the past may have caused us anxiety; now we have
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Sharing resources
a system on the shelf ready to go for any of the
stations.The list goes on and on.

In my group of five FMs and two AMs, we have
six FM transmitters that all use the same solid-
state IPA.When the stations were all separate, it
would have made sense to have at least four
spares (because some of the transmitters oper-
ated in pairs), but now we really only need one
to share.The same can be said for tubes; we use
two types among nine different transmitters, and
we can now get by with as few as two spare tubes
on the shelf.

Surplus equipment can be defined as stored
equipment that has, at first glance, no real use.
One of our FM stations had its functional two -
bay antenna taken down and replaced
because of a DTV-related move. This antenna
sat on the ground for about four years before
being re -tuned and used asan auxiliary antenna
for another station in town. The fact that we
stored it at one of our AMs saved us thousands
of dollars later on.

During spring cleaning at one of our AM sites, we
found four old 5A 24vdc power supplies sitting on
a shelf covered in dust. At first I wanted to toss them.
However,it occurred to me that they could be used
in our consolidated engineering shop as test equip-
ment.We ended up lashing all four together to make
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point he will have to accept some of the hard facts and reasons
behind consolidation. That point may be when the subject of
budgeting arises.

There are no hard and fast rules of thumb regarding the number
of engineers on a staff. Instead, consider function: what each staff
memberwill do,and how much of that there is to do within the entire
group of stations. If there are transmitter sites spread out over 100
miles, or if there are dozens and dozens of computer workstations
spread out over multiple station locations, and likewise, if there are
a dozen studios spread out over multiple locations, retaining all the
current staff may be justifiable. At the very least, there should be a
contingency plan so it will be possible to
operate with a reduced staff.This require-
ment may be an absolute.

Whether all the pre -consolidation staff
stays or not, look for other ways to reduce
monthly operating expenses. Are there
redundant remote sites that can be elimi-
nated? What about redundant leased lines
from the telephone company? How much
of the parts budget can be reasonably cut,
considering all the parts that are already
available within the group of stations? Can
outside repair budgets be cut if there is now
a more capable staff?

Once the staff level is determined, there
may be a period of adjustment during
which time the culture of the engineering
department will change. If one engineer
that previously handled all the engineer-
ing disciplines for one station is now han-
dling transmitters for the entire group,there
may be several issues.This person may feel
that the workload is now unreasonable
because of multiple stations. The depart-
ment head will need to convince him that
the focus has changed; that instead of
handling four disciplines for one station,
he is now handling one discipline for four
stations. Granted, this may actually be more
work.It's the job of the engineering manager
to make effective compromises.

It is also possible that staff at the engi-
neer's old station will continue to call him
for all the normal types of problems,
because that's the way they've always done
it. I would suggest making the changes in
the department in an evolutionary fashion.
Let the department get used to the new
roles and let the remainder of the station
staff adjust to it as well. Don't expect every-
thing to fall in to place overnight.

The station management (and the station
owners, too) expects that the economies of
scale will justify and eventually vindicate
their investments in other stations. With
some imagination, study and planning, the
engineering department manager can use
economies of scale to build a department
that will function well in the long run. Along
the way, it may also be possible to build in

new functionality for each of the stations using the
same economies of scale.

And finally, in the words of Horace,Aequam me-
mento rebus in arduis servare mentem. (Remember
to preserve a tranquil mind amid difficulties.)

Irwin is director of engineering for Clear Channel
San Francisco.

Editor's note: For easier reading, the term "he" has
been used frequently within this article instead of "he
or she." The points presented apply to everyone,
regardless of gender.
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TRENDS IN
ECHNOLOGY

Studio to tra smiler IinNsn

Fixed, point-to-point aud'o links are one part of the transmission chain that doesn't typically

make it to the forefront of a facility discussion.This makes them no less critical than any other

aspect, but with the current evolution in radio, their importance takes a step forward.

Studio -to -transmitter links, and to some degree inter -city
relays are familiar elements of most radio stations.They allow
stations the flexibility to build their studios in locations that

may be miles from the transmitter, allowing certain creature
comforts or marketing opportunities. To all but those who must
maintain them, they are a silent and sometimes forgotten step in
the transmission chain.

The term studio -to -transmitter link (STL) refers to the transmis-
sion path that carries the station's program audio. There are
variations to this concept, including inter -city relays (ICR) and
transmitter -to -studio links (TSL), which are closely related and
have essentially the same function: to transport high -quality audio
signals between two fixed points.

While TSL can refer to a data -return path used for a transmitter
remote control,these li n ks are better described as telemetry return
inks (IRL) and are limited in frequency response to less than full bandwidth.

With or without wires
The legacy form of an STL is a wired path.Traditionally supplied

by the local telephone company,an analog wired circuit was once
the most common form of STL.The most basic type of circuit is a
dry pair.This is a straight -wire path between two points.There are
no active or passive devices between the source and destination.
This type of circuit is also sometimes called a burglar -alarm circuit
because it is commonly used for signaling by monitoring compa-
nies. Because there are no transformers or equalizers, these lines
can pass ac and dc voltages. Their frequency response can be

unpredictable and will suffer at long distances.

It is possible to compensate for the line losses of a dry pair with
external equipment. Transformers,line d rivers and equal izercardscan
be installed on each end of the circuit to provide a smoother frequency
response. Some of this equipment can be found through surplus
outlets. Newer versions of this transformer are available, as are quieter
and more reliable amplifiers and equalizers. By equalizing a line
personally, the ongoing cost of essentially renting the hardware from
the telephone provider is saved.

Telephone companies can also supply equalized audio circuits.
Such circuits were once the mainstay of radio audio circuits, but it
can be difficult to order one of these lines today.These circuits are
engineered by the telephone company to deliver an established
connection at a specified frequency response. These lines were
typically supplied with a frequency of as much as 8kHz for AM use
or 15kHz for FM use. Depending on the distance, equalized circuits
may have active components throughout the signal path to com-
pensate for losses in the path.

Reliable performance of telephone -company supplied equal-
ized lines can be problematic.The main drawback is that a station

More Online
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Studio to transmitter links
must rely on an outside party to provide the service.
The established telephone network is far-reaching,
but it is susceptible to problems from climate,
human error and equipment failure.

As digital data circuits have increased in use and
popularity,the telephone companies'analog services
have become harder to order.ln many cases,the local
phone company may not have an installer who can
even establish an equalized circuit. Most telephone
companies are trying to get out of the analog circuit
business as well. Because of this, the cost to install

111 C repeat coils and equalizers are a common sight for telephone
company circuits.
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and maintain an analog circuit may be
excessive. However, in some cases, these
circuits may be the only option.

Digital telephone circuits have increased
in popularity and availability and in some
cases decreased in price.Telephone corn-
panies have relied on digital circuits for
their own backbone for some time, and
they have made these services available to
businesses and consumers.

Wired for digital
Dial -up digital circuits, including ISDN and

Switched 56, were once expected to replace
the analog dial -up services we still use
everyday. While this has not happened,
these servic es are readily available and cost
efficient. ISDN service is routinely used for
remote broadcasts and audio contribution.
It can be used for an STL, but ISDN service
is typically billed on a timed basis, so unless
a flat rate can be contracted, it is not a good
choice for permanent use. It is, however,

ideal for backup and emergency use.
The high -capacity digital services from the

telephone company have found widespread
acceptance in radio.T-1 circuits, which are
capable of passing 1.544Mb/s of data, are still
subject to ongoing monthly costs, as are
analog lines.The advantage is that the higher

capacity can justify the cost. In addition,T-1
lines are bidirectional.The latest boom in
telecommunicationsservices has increased
T1 accessibility,and providers other than the
local telephone company can offer service.

T-1 service is offered in North America.
Outside North America a similar service,
called E-1, is available. E-1 provides a
2.048Mb/s data pipe and uses a slightly
different encoding scheme, but the basic
principle and service is the same. Equip-
ment designed for one of these circuits can
usually function with the other without too
much difficulty.

To use a T-1 circuit, some type of multi-
plexer must be installed on each end of the
circuit. The multiplexers offer a variety of
options for users to customize the type of
signals that can be sentti nearPCM-encoded

32 May 2002
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stereo audio with a 44.1kHz sampling rate and 16 -bit

resolution will occupy 1.411Mb/s of bandwidth. If
linear audio is sent to the transmitter site, there is just
enough spare bandwidth for remote control telem-
etry,with a few bits to spare.Most manufacturers offer

various encoding cards in addition to those for I inear
encoding.These encoding options include various
forms of MPEG compression, Apt -x and even com-
posite stereo.

Another advantage to T-1 circuits is that most tele-
phone companies can install and maintain 1-1 city
cults more easily than equalized analog lines.

One additional link in the wired family
doesn't even use wire.For our classification

purposes, fiber-optic equipment can be
considered here because it requires a phys-
ical connection. (Instead of wired and wire-
less, we could have said non-RF and RE)
Fiber-optic encoders provide the same
advantage of a T-1 multiplexer system by
providing a high -bandwidth, bidirectional
pipeAn additional advantage to fiber-optic
systems is that they are immune to electro-
magnetic and electrostatic problems. Light-
ning and electrical surges are impossible.
Ground loops are eliminated.

Unfortunately, end -to -end fiber connec-
tivity is not available in most places. College
campuses and business parks may have
fiber capability,and a fiber-optic STL may be
a possible solution. Another use would be
for a long cable run, perhaps to a rooftop
from a ground -floor studio.

Along this line, there are systems that use
CAT5 cable as the wire medium. Again,
distribution within a campus or other con-
trolled space lends itself to these systems.
CAT5 and fiber systems are ideal for cover-
ing spans between a studio and a tower or
antenna farm installation. The send path
can carry program audio, IFB audio and
transmitter remote control.The return path
can carry transmitter telemetry, RPU audio
and satellite feeds.

The wired STLs mentioned so far all work
with private con nections.The connections
may exist through a wider network, but the
connection isstill isolated in some way,and
constant bandwidth or frequency response
is guaranteed .There is one system that uses
the Internet as its medium The Energy -On ix
Tele-Link uses a 126kb/s or greater Internet
connection to provide a 22kHz audio path
that can be received by as many as five
online decoders.

Breaking the de
The trend in STLs has come full circle for

wired systems. The effort to eliminate the
telephone company from the transmission
path resulted in the introduction and

T-1 multiplexers have proven to
be reliable and cost -effect ve
STL systems.
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Studio to transmitter links

Digital STLs such as these are a good first
step in upgrading to an all -digital air chain.

subsequent extensive use of
wireless systems. STLs in the
950MHz spectrum are com-
monly used for mono,disc rete-
stereo and composite -stereo
applications.This small chunk of RF real estate has
become so crowded that some cities are unable to
coordinate new users. This congestion, coupled
with the increased cost efficiencies of wired sys-
tems, has pushed some telco-based systems back
into popular use, but RFSTLs are still practical when
the spectrum is available.
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Analog RF STL systems have not seen much change since they

were first introd iced. Like most technology, improvements in
hardware and electronic design have made them more efficient,
cost-effective anc reliable.

The transition to digital has also been introduced to RFSTLs.With this

transition come the usual advantages of digital technologyThe audio

path can be less prone to noise and interference.
There are a variety of digital systems from which to choose.

Digital paths can be linear or data -reduced with a popular
coding algorithm. There
are also digital coders to
transmit digital audio over
a conventional composite
STL system.

An efficient modulation
technique, quadrature
amplitude modulation
(QAM), provides a way to
encode audio into a limited

carrier frequency By add-
ing a level of data reduc-

tion, as many as six channels of audio can be transmitted on a single

carrier.With linear encoding,two or four audio channels can be sent.
Transmitting multiple channels in the space where one was previ-

ously sent has helped relieve some of the RF congestion, but with
increased capability comes increased demand. Digital STLs offer

additional noise rejection from adjacent carriers, so it maybe possible

to add a few extra channels into a congested area. Some stations use

40 Is

Ills "Processor Delay
driving your DJ IAj,
Use MoniSwitch to eliminate it!
MoniSwitch is a special audio switcher that auto-
matically switches the DJ's headphones from "air" to
"local" when the mic is on. Those weird echoes and
flanging effects are gone!

77

Quick and easy installation...
works with any console's
Mic Tally o Jtput.

-

HENRY

c
ENGINEERING

r detaNd info:
MoniSwitch is IN STOCK at dr- www711e nryeng.com

Henry Engineering dealers. Tel: 626.355.3656
Fax: 626.355.0077

34 Ma, 211112
www.beradio.com
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Short distances can be covered with CATS
and Gber-optic multiplexers.

the additional capacity for backup links to
sister stations or as one -to -many links when
the receive sites lie in a common path.

One caveat to digital STLs in the 950MHz
band is that the FCC is currently not licensing
digital modulation. Stations can apply for a
waiver and STA to use a digital STL, but this
STA must be renewed regularly until the rules
are changed to allow digital modulation.
Keep in mind that the emission designation
for a digital STL is different from an analog
STL. The FCC has a pending rulemaking
that will likely change this, but that is still

Substitutions
on the fly

Stations strive to have complete
reduncancy in on -air systems to min-
imize or even completely eliminate
lost air time. The STL path deserves tie
same a -tent ion t: system backup, mak-
ing the transition automatic if possible.

Some digital exciters have the built-
in Lapz hIlity to accept more than one
source and automatically switch to a
lxackup source when the primal), ore
fails. If this is notavai table, a station can
build its own switching device using
squelch contacts from receivers, loss -
of -data alarms from digital systems or
s lence aense alarms. Commercially
produced products such as the 53S
Guardian II areavailabletohanclethis
automatic switching.

With the convenience and afford-
ability of digita storage systems. an
auxiliary audio source can 3e

included in the STL backup cha.n.
Minidiscs, CD p ayers or devices such
as the D gigram Hitplayer work well
in this application.

An inexpensive, stand-alone au-o-
nationcornputer system can be pressed
i it° service. To reduce wear on the
system, it coulc be configured to boot
and await a play command when the
Last link is switched to air.

-Studio to transmitter links
several weeks away.

Converting to a digital STL offers advantages, but
it is best to coordinate its use.You may be licensed
for the frequency, but the digital transmission occu-
pies almost the entire RF mask, whereas the analog
transmission is concentrated at the center of the
carrierA digital STL may interfere with analog STU
on adjacent channels.

While 950MHz has been the popular space for aural
STLs, the FCC also permits aural STLs in the 18GHz
band. Analog transmission on 18GHz is not practical

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumanrusa oom/103

Telephone 860 434 5220  FAX: 860.434.3148
NeumannIUSA rriA
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NTI New -Sand Generation
...Would like to welcome the newest member of the Minstruments family,

the Digilyzer DL1

Everyone needs a good listener
The Digilyzer DL1 handles virtually all digital audio

formats including ADAT up to 96kHz sampling rate.

Simple and intuitive operation to monitor, analyze

and troubleshoot any digital signal.

Together, the Minstruments comprehensively provide

your audio measurement solutions at an outstanding value.

Please look us up at:
Neutrik Test Instruments (NTI), 3520 Griffith St., St -Laurent, PQ, Canada, H4T 1A7

Tel: (514) 344 5220  Toll free: 800 661 6388  canadaant-instruments.com  www.nt-instruments

Now You Can Have Higher Accuracy Plus Value

GPS MASTER CLOCK
& TIME CODE GENERATOR

QUALITY STANDARD FEATURES:
 SMPTE/EBU, ESE, IRIG-B, ASCII Time Code Outputs  1PPS Output

 8 Satellite Tracking  Battery Back-up  GPS "Lock" Indicator
 Automatic Daylight Savings Time Correction  Time Zone Offset  Antenna

 45 nanosecond accuracy  3 Year Warranty  Plus More, for just $2495

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:
 Parallel BCD Output  1 KPPS  10MHz Output  220 VAC  12-35 VDC

 Video Inserter  Video Sync -Generator  Hourly contact closures

rill 142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

transmillerlinks

In areas of RF congestion, spread -spectrum
links may offer a workable solution.

because of the excessive phase noise, so
digital modulation is preferred-and al-
lowed by the FCC.This band is not extensive-
ly used by radio broadcasters.

In addition, aural STLs can be used in the
23GHz business band by licensing their use
for a private business. Both 18GHz and
23GHz STLs work well for distances up to
five miles with few problems. Distances up
to 10 miles can be covered with larger
antennas. Longer distances push the limits
of the spectrum, and the entire frequency
band can be disrupted by heavy rain.

When RFcongestion in an area is too great,
spread -spectrum transmitters may offer a
suitable alternative. Operating in ranges from
2GHz to 6GHz, these systems fall under FCC
Part 15 rules and do not require a license.The
transmitter power is limited to less than one
watt, but high -gain, directional antennas can
provide a useable distance of several miles.

There are a variety of choices for an STL
that go beyond the traditional concep-
tions. As with any equipment decision, it
pays to evaluate the available choices and
choose the system that offers the greatest
flexibility while still meeting the demands
and restrictions of the installation.

Thanks to Dane Ericksen of Hammet and
Edison for providing some of the information
on RF systems.

Marketplace
A complete listing of audio routing

and switching equipment
inufacturers is available online.

Got° this storyat
www.beradio.corn and click on

Marketplacein the article index.
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FM Transmitters
All Power levels 20 watts to 30,000 watts

100% Solid State or Grounded Grid

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor Driven Tuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on front

panel shows operating
parameters

Solid State FM Transmitters
Featuring the latest Cold Mos fett Design

Models range from 20 watts to 10,000 watts

20 watt Exciter 850.00
100 watt Transmitter 2,000.00
250 watt Transmitter 3,000.00
350 watt Stereo Transmitter 3,500.00
500 watt Transmitter 4,000.00

1,000 watt Transmitter 7,000.00
Many other models to choose from

Transmissions Line
Superior Broadcast Products offers a wide
range of transmission line and accessories

'/2 inch Foam Coax as low as $1.40 per foot
7/8 inch Foam Coax as low as $3.50 per foot

1 5/8 inch Foam Coax as low as $8.50 per foot
2 '/. inch Foam Coax as low as $12.00 per foot

Call for prices on other sizes

High Performance Digitally Synthesized FM Exciter

..%tttracc

Studio to Transmitter Link
Frequency Agile Composite
Transmitter and Receiver

111111111111

- 111111111111

Both Transmitter and Receiver $3,500.00
Transmitter Receiver
10 watt output Active band pass filter
Stereo or Mono Full Metering
Full Metering Fast Delivery
Two SCA inputs Two SCA outputs

One year limited warranty

FM Antennas
Power Levels 'rom 500 to 20,000 watts per bay

One bay
Two bay
Four bay
Six bay

500 watt input
500 watt input
2,00C watt input
3,00C watt input

495.00
1,200.00
1,990.00
3,500.00

Broadband Medium Power
Two bay 3,00C watt input 2,400.00
Three bay 3,00C watt input 3,400.00
Three bay 10,000 watt input 4,000.00
Four bay 3,00C watt input 4,400.00
Four bay 10,000 watt input 4,800.00
Six bay 3,00C watt input 6,250.00
Six bay 10,000 watt input 7,000.00
Eight bay 10,000 watt input 9,500.00

Many other models and power levels

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, TX 75248
Ph. 800/279-3326  Fax 800/644-5958 972/473-2577



Power
printed

beyond the
word.

Our ability to help
you solve business
problems extends
beyond the great
editorial in
this publication.

E -Mail Newsletters. Get the news you need, as

it happens. Sign up for a subscription to one of our

e-mail newsletters. Go to PrimediaBusiness.com

and click on "I want to subscribe to a newsletter."

Or, sponsor one of our targeted newsletters to

reach buyers in your market. Contact Rob Shore

(rshore@primediabusiness.com or 212-204-2622).

Amplified coverage. Every Primedia Business

publication has a Web site with relevant news and

additional resources. Go to PrimediaBusiness.com

and click through to the publications you're

interested in.

Supplier Directory. Find a product or service

in our multi -industry Supplier Directory. Go to

PrimediaBusiness.com and click on the Supplier

Directory link.



Custom online "special reports." Our
editorial content and your sponsorship can help

you increase your sales. Contact Trish Conheeney

(pconheeney@primediabusiness.com or

212-204-1455).

Banners. Properly created and targeted Web

banners can actually be incredibly effective.

Target by audience or content. Contact Rob Shore

(rshore@primediabusiness.com or 212-204-2622).

Industry news, delivered. Get the latest industry -

specific news automatcally delivered fresh to your

corporate Web site, intranet or extranet. Go to

PrimediaBusiness.com and check out Primedia

Insight newswire.

We can connect you with the exact buyers you're

looking for or bring you the information you need to

win in today's markets. Click or call today to tap

into the power of Primedia

PRIMEDIA
Business Magazines & Media
PrimediaBusiness.com
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Using VPNs
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

n the past,providing access to a company's
computer network for its employees and
others that worked outside of the office was
handled in one of three ways.

The first was by providing a simple dial -in
access telephone number that allowed a
certain level of access into the company
network. Unless the remote employeeswere
located in the local toll area, the company
generally provided toll -free dial -in numbers.

The second way was by installing a dedi-
cated leased data circuit into the remote
location, which wou Id permit a ful kime con-
nection into the networkWh i le services such
as Switched 56 and ISDN were offered in
many areas, theywere expensive and difficult

VPNs allow a company to extend its connectivity to remote users with the
same reliability and security of those attached locally.

to maintain. Likewise, more traditional leased
data transportoptionssuchasT1 (or fractional
TI) and Flame Relay can provide quick and
reliable connections. but can also be expen-
sive and are not widely available.

The third method is by creating internal
companyextranetsor intranetsthat let autho-
rized users access custom Web pages, re-
ports and forms through the Intemet.This
method perhaps the easiest and most cost-
effective to access; however, while it is pos-
sible to configure an extranet to permit
direct access of files, they are generally
used to serve information as a Web page.

While all of these methods worked well, and in many
cases still do, they suffer from a number of drawbacks
including speed,security, high recurring costs and time to
deploy. The dependence of company e-mail is growing at
a rapid rate.The number and size of each e-mail message
is also increasing, placing importance on the speed and
reliability of the connection for the remote user.

The underlying technology behind a Virtual Private
Network (VPN) has been around for several years, but the
wide -scale availability of low-cost, dedicated broadband
Internet access suc h as cab le and DSL has companies, large
and small, rethinking their remote access strategy.

What is a VPN?
AVPN allows private connections between two machines

using any shared or public Internet connection. VPNs permit
a company to extend connectivity to remote users with the
same reliability and security of those attached locally The
need for leased point-to-point links is eliminated because the
VPN can function from any Internet connection.

VPNs are based on a concept called tunneling, a method
of encapsulating data into encrypted packets that can
travel over IP networks securely and be delivered to a
specific address.

VPN protocols
VPNs are created using one of four possible protocols:

Layer 2Tunneling Protocol (L2TP),Layer 2 forwarding (L2F),
Point-to-Fbint Thnneling Protocol (PPTP) and IP Security
Protocol (IPSec). These protocols define methods to create
a VPN over many connection types.The VPN was created
prior to the availability of cable or DSL Internet access as a
means to establish an on -demand private network between
a network server and a dial -in remote user.

When dialing -in to any Internet point -of -presence (POP)
using the basic 56kb/s (orslower) modem, the connection is
probably made using the fbint-to-Fbint Protocol (PPP). L2TF,'
12F and PPTP areVPN protocols that were created primarily
to work inside of PPPThese protocols su pport several authen-
tication methods used in PPP including the Password Au-
thentication Protocol (PAP) and Challenge Handshake Au-
thentication Protocol (CHAP), a variation of which is used in
Microsoft NT -based operating systems called MS-CHAPEach
of these protocols operates at layer 2 on the OS1 layer,allowing
them to handle a variety of protocolssuch as IPIPX (Netware)
and NetBEUI (Microsoft).The L2F protocol adds a two-step
authentication process, one from the user and one from the
ISI astheability tocreate more than asingle connection.
L2TP enhances and improves upon the security shortcorn-
ings of PPTP and 12F through the use of stronger encryption
and its support of a multitude of transport methods in
addition to PPP
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rfSoftware, Inc.
communications solutions

New Contour Analysis Tool,

Service Contour / City Boundry with 3 -Sec. Terrain Underlay, Aspen Co.

at/es-tip-tor

Never purchase mother FCC database!

Professional edition builds databases
directly from FCC downloads.

 Model/compare multiple station contours.
 Unique antenna pattern tool makes directional

design a snap!

 Analyze STL/microwave paths with the
Terrain Profiler.

 Easily perform FCC spacing studies with
Auto Search.

 Instantly calculate population within contours
and contour overlaps.

 Design part 74 translators
 Includes 30 -second terrain data, 3 -sec available.

Ask About Our Training Seminars

352-336-7223 www.rfsoftware.corn

Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes
The HC -3 Hybrid Telephone Autocoupler

Auto -connect and disconnect.
'Jo LED I idicators for incoming rings /on-line status & power.
D Answers on user selectable number of rings.
 Momentary or latching dry contacts at pickup.

Simple, active hybrid with active, balanced. In/Out for
simultaneous send & recieve communications.

 Remote connections include: aux. relay closure, pickup -enable.
remo:e pick up trigger, call end sink, & Ring I Online sink.

 Optiolal ComboLok provides password security.

ti

-e,orelonoctAdorsocecl
Cell ProgressoDecder Stoode4

CP.:a a Oh 446°.'"di,
Pr., CPC nv

Pereers Wee

Call Progress Decodes

Automatically disconnects auto -answer
couplers and hybrids when phone calls are over.

Works with most analog ports and POTS lines.
Deccdes standard dial and busy tones
CP-1 fits INSIDE CircuitWerkes boxes. The CP-2

(stipwn) can disconnect most analog couplers.

GET UP TO A Dons COUPLERS IN ONE CHASSIS

D Auto -answer on uEer-set ring # and auto -disconnect.
D 2 audio busses for mass feeds.
D Individually card Selectable buss or auxilliary audio 110.
D The aux. audio jack is ideal for multiple IFB feeds, etc.
D Momentary or latching dry contact outputs at pickup.
D Remove & install cards without affecting the rest.
D LED indicators for ring, clipping, power & online.

[The e co-- Inger n e ace
A. Accepts up to six independant telephone lines.
D Each incoming -ing closes the associated relay.
D Each relay has two sets of form "c" contacts.
 All interface cornections on screw terminals.

Call your favorite dealer or visit our web site for the latest info and downloadable tech manuals!
http:/rwwvv.circuitwerkes.com (352) 335-6555 \\ fax 380-0230
CurcuitWerkes 3716 SW 3rd Place - Gainesville, FL 32607
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IPSec is currently the leading protocol
used in corporate VPNs. The IPSec proto-
col was created exclusively for use over IP
networks, to be used with the emerging IP
standard called IPv6.1PSec also uses a host
of features that ensure a high degree of
security and data integrity.

VPN ROI
The costs associated with implementing

aVPN must be justified against the current
operational expenses incurred with the
support of remote offices and users. A good
place to start would be the Cisco VPN
Savings Calculator (see sidebar), which
provides a thumbnail view of the savings
one might expect.

It is necessary to capture those expenses
directly related to remote access including
leased line costs, toll and monthly recur-
ring charges used for any dial -in services,
and the time required to support those
users. The hardware requirements for im-
plementing aVPN are minimal and can be
handled by a single VPN-specific router.A
good, properly configured hardware fire -
wall device is also recommended. In addi-
tion, if the remote location is an office, the

AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD AT:

cost for the hardware,typically aVPN-enabled router,must
be included. If the remote access is from individual users
(clients),then a copy ofVPN client software will be loaded
on each machine.This software is typically provided free
with the purchase of the VPN hardware. Finally, take into
consideration those costs that might be reimbursable to an
employee, such as the monthly fees for the cable or DSL
service; this typically costs around $40.

With the advent ofVPN-specific routers,creating aVPN for
your company has been simplified. Installation of the hard-
ware is similar to that of any other device on the LAN;however,

configuring the router can be tricky If you are not comfort-
able with setting up routers and firewalls, this task should
be outsourced.

VPNs are a viable alternative to expensive leased lines and
dial -access systems.Whether a network supports five or 500
remote usersYPNs of fer a reliable and cost-ef fective solution.
Consider also that VPNs permit system administrators the
flexibility to manage remotely located computers and per-
form tasks such as remote diagnostics and software updates
from a central location.

McNamara, BE Radio's consultant on computer technology, is
president of Applied Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.

More online
Cisco VPN Savings Calculator

can be found at www.cisco.com/
blic/779/largeent/learn/technola-
gies/vpn/vpn_calc/vpnstart.html.

DIGILINK-FREE
41110

live )n Air & Automation Software

 Fully Featured - High Powered

 1 WEEK PLAY SCHEDULE

 Timed Record Schedule for News

Uses Standard PC Sound

r r

WRAPPRIMO r 11 lir ill
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New Products

Studio furniture
Mager Systems

Sound Choice
Furniture:Ibis new se-

ries of stock studio furniture
offers high quality materials throughout.Vented cabinets
have curved corners and countertop edges are rounded.
A standard color choice is available.Various riser heights
are available for the rack turret.The cabinets are 19-ply,1-
inch thick plywood and do not use particleboard or
melamine.The countertops are solid -surface Avonite. No
cabinet assembly is required. All surfaces are fully sealed
with no laminate to crack, chip or peel.

623-780-0045; fax 623-780-9860

www.magersystems.com; magelemagersystems.com

View an
online

product
demo

whenever
you see

this logo.

By Cindy Holst, associate editor

Remote control
interface
Syntrillium Software
Red Rover. Adding functionality and ease
of use to the latest version of Syntrillium's
Cool Edit Pro, the Red Rover multitrack
remote control interface provides
a dedicated remote control that operates
seamlessly with the software package. Red
Rover is a USB device that features standa rd
multitrack transport controls fiat seamless-
ly interact with arrd con-
trol Cool Edit Pro's
on -screen displays.
In addition, the
control unit pro-
vides unlimited
access to all
128 tracks
of possible
audio on
Cool Edit Pro.

888-941-7100

fax 480-941-8170

www.syntrilhurn corn; sales@syntrillium.com

AcousticsFirst4
t O R P O R A T I O N

The Transfusor"
THE CLEAR

CHOICE IN DIFFUSION

SSP-

Materials To To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

Toll Free: 1-888-765-2900

www.acousticsfirst.com

for state of the art
Exr andable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time
using A Mixture of RF-Manager,
DatAine & Data Works Systems

Cal/ for All the Details !

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATE'S

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassoocorn

I
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ART AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHERAES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

DDA106-XLR(1X6)*DDA112-BNC(1X12)

DDA112-XLR(1X12)DDA124-BNC(1X24)
DDA206-XLFI (Dual 1X6)* DDA212-BNC (Dual 1X12)

DXA112-XLR(1x12)DXA124-f3NC(1)24)

1111.1111111.mmmo

*Accepts sample rates from 27 to 96kHz
Transformer balanced inputs
Data reclocking and regeneration
Adjustable input cable equalization
Loop-thru inputs w/switchable terminations
Sample rate. Status and Error indicators
Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicakxttoxxuxtenauxautg
ATI328W. MapleA% tilUe I lmbarn.PA 19044

80005941.107.215-4430330
lia\ 215-443-0394

http. \ NMatiguyscom
FireBrochturAvadabieUponRequN

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

I Aingley-Rice over 3-1) terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases... and morel

oft
.ind Engineering Consulting
Broadcast Cornmunwanons Son, it

AMER!

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

CREATIVE
STUDIO

SOLUTIONS
INC

BROADCAST STUDIO
SYSTEMS

0

Traditional and Internet
Design/Engineering/Installation

0

Fully Tested Prior to Installation
0

Detailed Documentation
0

24/7 Support Hotline

10600 West 50th Avenue a5
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033

(303)425-5004
fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701 FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimOgorman-redlich.com

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

1:11 digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables Or interconnection, Character generators.
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Lighthouse Digital Systems, Inc.
Routers with ATTITUDE

800-323-8289
 Analog Audio
 AES/EBLJ
 -Timecocie Machine Control
 MAC:01
 I-1 1:::)-T V
 SC :01 Video Analog Video data Fiber Copper Hardware Control Software Control Automation

Sundance Systems
Fibox Products Division

Fiber O. tic Links
 Analog Audio
 AES/E131J data Multi or Single.

Mode Fiber
Transmission

 No Line Loss
 No Giro LAr-1 tgilLoopts Modular design
 Easy Installation and

Field Setup
Fiber STL Links....Fiber Links Amoung Studios....

Satellite Uplinks/Downlinks....Remotes....Sporting
Events...

800-525-3443

AISTM1

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP,
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting 8 static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF 8 UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALSO

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TCWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAT OR WRITE:

1111111,11,IIII
4001 La Plata Hwy

Farmington, NM 87401
Oh%my*

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

STUDIO FURNITURE?
WHAT YOUR LOOKING FOR -

IS PROBABLY AT

SPACEWISE

raPr---Nisaw
RADIAL DELUX

FULL SIZED QUALITY WOODSHOP FURNITURE
ULTRA STURDY RASE COMPONENTS
1%." THICK TOP COUNTERS'
MANI WOOD AND COLOR CHOICES'
WE CUSTOMIZE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED CRATED I

ALLTALK STUDIO
PRODUCING GREAT BROADCAST FURNITURE

SYSTEMS IS THE ONLY THING WE DO!

"QualityBroadcastFurnitureSystems
torEveryBudget! "TM

SPACEWISE
Call us at 800-775-3660

www.spacewise.com  Info@spacewise.com

BUILDING STUDIOS FOR OVER 34 YEARS

DESIGN

FABRICATION

ESPN
RADIO

CHICAGO

USA: 800-779-7575 Www.ramsyscom.com

INSTALLATION

CANADA: 705-722-4425
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Transcom Corporation
- rim 6 FM Transmitters -

Visit our new Internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to transcom@fmamty.com

Fincllsed AM & IN Transmitters. Authonzed Representatives for all
ma 'or equipment manufacturers. I xt us send you a customv.ed quote!

ck

7Zg

;00W FM 1988 Hams FM 300K Solid State - Single Phase
2 4KW FM 1995 QEI Quantum Solid State. Single Phase
2 5KW FM 1984 Harris FM 2 5K Single Phase
2 5KW FM 1980 Harris FM 2 5K Single Phase
2 5KW FM 1979 Hams FM 2 SK
2 5KW FM 1976 Collins 831D Single Phase
5KW FM 1992 Continental 815A
6KW FM 1994 Henry 6000D Single Phase
I OKW FM 1974 Harris FMIOH/K
I 5KW FM 1980 McNIartin BFI5,000

7 20KW
25KW

FM
FM

1974
1978

Harris FM2OH/K
Continental 831G -2C

25KW FM 1980 CSIT-25F
30KW FM 1983 BE FM 30
50KW FM 1982 Harris Combiner )1, auto
Combiner Exciter -transmitter sw itcher

EXCITERS
Continental 802B Harris NIX -I5

1KW AM 1982 Harris MWIA
C,%) Wm 5KWz 64 5KW

AM
AM

2001
1980

BE AM 5E
Harris MW5A

10IcW AM 1982 Continental 316F
AM 1982 Hams NIW I OA

25KW
- 50KW

AM
AM
AM

1990
1992
1992

Nautel ND -10
Nautel ND -25
Nautel Ampfet

Potomac Ins AA51 Audio Anyl (new)
Belar SCM-1. SCA Monitor

, 10.1 Moseley TRC-15 Remote wilallikamen
V i Moseley TRC 15-A Remove Control System
C/) Delta 4 port SW 15/8 mot 56730E- SCA Generator (MX -I5 Module)

( iptimod 8100A (card 3 thru 9)
 LT4 Dummy Load 1KW KW air-cooled

Dummy Load, 5KW water-cooled
Dummy Load 25KW air-cooled

P.O. Box 26744 Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Traffic C.O.P.
r Witirws-

If your traffic software is being
discontinued, now is the time to take a
look at The Traffic C.O.P. for Windows.

A complete. fully featured, true Windows. traffic and
billing system from order entry to log scheduling to A/R.

kThe intuitiveness of Windows. Training has become
obsolete.

!kr Runs on your computer network, exports to your
automation system.

[El Unexcelled Support. With any support option, NEVER
a charge for updates.

[kr Run up to 256 stations from a single database,
separate databases or any combination.

k Still the same low prices. Still the generous small
market discounts

Once you view our FREE CD Demo,
we know you will want the software.

No Obligation! See what The Traffic C.O.P.
for Windows can do for you!

Call now (800) 275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com

:4.

Deliverec
and

installed
by

32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malvern, PA 19355

EL: 610-640-122
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotedinology.com

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Semiconductors. Optos,

LEDs. Lamps, Panel Meters,

Wire, Cable, & Accessories,

Connectors, Cable Assemblies,

Sockets, Terminals, Resistors,

Potentiometers, Thermistors,

Varistors, Capacitors, Crystals,

Oscillators, Resonators, Inductors,

Transformers, Power Supplies,

Switches, Relays, Circuit Breakers.

Fuses, Batteries, Speakers, Audio

Devices, Fans, Heat Sinks, Knobs,

Hardware, Cabinets, Racks, Cases,

Test Equipment, Tools, Prototyping .

(800) 346-6873
www.mousercom MOUSER'ELECTFIONICIS

0 COMPANY

Fast Delivery Technical Support Friendly Service
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Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

j jir?pow

800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com

If lightmhg strikes 0/1 your
are causing

evOmeht damage and lost
air time - the cost of a

state -Gat system may be
recovered dunhg your first

light-it/mg season

AFFORDABLE
- RUGGED

LIGHTNING

PROTECTIO

The OtatkCat
Light/Org Pi-eve/ft/off gystem

provides a continuos, low -resistance discharge path for
the stat c electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

ortana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmi',gton, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

Rain() Classified
Professional Services

AppliedWireless
Kevin McNamara
President & CEO

Applied Wireless. Inc
... providing options.

PO Box 926

New Market. MD 21774

tel.. 301.865.1011
tea.. 301 865 4422
email: keonmco.eTIPT:nroP,,B-

WWW

4036

BRE UNE

= SUITE 160

ADDISON

II/ 1IXAS

c 75001

912/661-5222

www rbdg tan

Russ BERGER DESIGN GROUP

 RHORDING AND BROADCAST FKIIM DE c

 ARCH111.011RE/INEIRIORSEOR 051101st:.AO

 ROOM ACOUSTICS AND SOUND ISOi

 NOISE AND VIBRATION (ON'.

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV. LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

Structural Analysis

if
Electronics Research. Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler. IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www. ERlinc.com

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS

ERI Incorporaura
1441

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309)673-8128

MemberAFCCE

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services

For Sale

SPACEWISE
QUALITY STUDIO FURNITURE

STURDY CUSTOMIZED HIGH QUALITY
WOODSHOP BUILT LARGE SCALE

MODULAR SYSTEMS AND ACCESSORIES

800-775-3660 INFO@SPACEWISE COM

WHY PAY MORE ELSEWHERE?

AcousticsFirst
Toll -Free 8 8 8 -7 6 5 -2 9 0 0

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: .-ittp://www.acousticsfirst.com

o gear
ri se r product or service
e BE

ff
dio Classifieds!

_,
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Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for BE Radio.
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Doug Irwin
Market Director of
Engineering Services
Clear Channel
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Doug Irwin's involve-
ment with radio began
when he received his
Novice Class license on
his 14'h birthday. By age
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Sinn Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Chriss Scherer, editor

That was then
The WABC, New York, main air studio 8A

shown here was featured on the August
1979 cover of Broadcast Engineering. It was

operated with the announcer and the engineer in the same
room. The console is a Rupert Neve custom -designed
console, built to meet the needs of the station at the time.

The custom consoles throughout the facility were de-
signed with simplicity in mind. All unnecessary input
switching was eliminated, with the first 10 faders dedicated
to sources.The last two faders were switchable and were
used to access other control rooms, the ABC Radio Net-
work or remotes.

The upper right portion of the console features moni-
toring selectors for each set of headphones or speakers,
with corresponding level controls. The centered UV
meters are switchable to air,program or cue.The switches
on the left control a relay air switcher that determines
which control room is on the air.The center eight indica-
tors show such things as bulletin, EBS alarm, carrier off
and program outage. The overbridge has a clock, timer
and end cue indicator, as well as telephone lamps and
mic on lights.The controls on the announcer's side are
similar to those on the engineer's side but arranged
differently to allow announcer comfort.

Sample and Hold
A look at the technology shaping radio

Revenue
rankings by

stations
BE Radio rank

2

Group Owner/Operator

Viacom International

Revenue per station

11,431,976

owned 3 Bonneville International Corp. 9,437,5(10
4 Greater Media 7,551,389

Overall revenue 5 Jefferson -Pilot Communications 7,367,6L7

is important, 6 Susquehanna Radio Corp. 7,125,806

but revenue per 7

8

ABC Radio Inc.
Sandusky Radio

6,925,862
5,820,000

station shows 9 Spanish Broadcasting System 5,550,000
business 10 Cox Radio Inc. 5,283,951

efficiency. 11 Hispanic Broadcasting Corp. 4,574,5,-5
12 Radio One Inc. 4,485,891
13 Entercom 3,923,798

While BIA reports the 14 Inner City Broadcasting Corp. 3,351,47.1
data in overall 15 Beasley Broadcast Group 2,689,535

revenue, we divided 16 Clear Channel Communications 2,645,396

revenue by the 17 Journal Broadcast Group 1,922,9 7

number of stations 18 Lotus Communications Corp. 1,912,500

owned and ranked 19 Saga Communications Inc. 1,667,9"7

the groups in the
their respective

20
21

22

Salem Communications Corp.
Citadel Communications Corp.

Entravision Communications Co. LLC

1,638,253
1,528,585
1,206,604

order. 23 Regent Communications Inc. 1,043,033
Source: BIA Financial 24 Cumulus Media Inc. 1,041,296

Network Inc. 25 NextMedia Group 870,083

# of Stations # of Markets BlAfn rank

183 41 2

20 6 12

18 6 14

17 5 16

31 9 11

58 29 5

10 2 22

23 8 15

81 18 3

55 15 10

64 22 7

104 19 4

17 8 23

43 11 17

1,231 190 1

36 8 19

24 7 25

60 11 18

83 36 13

205 41 6

53 23 20
61 13 21

243 52

56 11
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BIG EASY
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE

Easy to INSTALL Easy to AFFORD!
 machine -tapped rack rails
 built-in top and bottom ventilation
 removable doors
 punchblock enclosure available
 compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax stem
 available with type 66 or Kroner' blocks

7j-if:700

Available options include
prewired punchblocks

 modular design for variety of configurations
 both standup and sitdown heights
 above counter turret accessories
 fast installa:ion
 generous wireways
 built-in levellers

OUR HIGH -STYLE
TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
boasts uncompromising QUALITY tailorec to the TIGHTEST
BUDGETS, with all the features a well -designed studio calls for.
A TRULY COST-EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR YOUR NEXT STUDIO PROJECT!

elj c-L.r- Comor-cDtion
See us at NAB RADIO - Booth # 1118!

tei 252-638-7000/tax 252-635-4857/sateswwheatstone corn /
CorYngnt '*2001 by VVhetyNt. , r7,



vvi-)cty-tor)
DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER

 81 -DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT -5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
 ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
 ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
 BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
 SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL.
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.

Units can be stacked to suit particular card comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT -5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, X -Y controller commands plus
auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
a typical installation.

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full

complement of control panels and PC applications to
choose from-all designed for straightforward operation
and a rapid learning curve.

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with a choice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24 -bit A>D input cards, and of course 24 -bit digital or
24 -bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

1/1/1-ic)t_i-tor-) Cori-c)rc)tic,f-)
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@ wheatstone corn

www.wheatstone.corn
copyright 0 2001 by Whetstone Cofposation

specifications and features soap& In change without notice


